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The Ultimate Salon Hot Water System the……     AQUAFLOW POWERMASTER

Introduction:
Whether you are opening a new salon or simply having problems with your existing water supply......... look no 
further, the answer is the Aquafl ow Powermaster.

Developed only with the salon in mind, the Aquafl ow Powermaster is the ultimate system for all your hot water 
needs. 

How Does it Work?
The Aquafl ow is powered by electricity. The immersion heaters, unlike domestic heaters are very powerful. 
They are designed to heat the water extremely rapidly. It is also constructed to give “ultra low heat loss, so 
making the unit very cost effi cient. 

The pressure and temperature at all basins is equal. This means no matter how many taps are switched on, 
or if water gets used in another part of the salon, the water at the backwashes always remains the same. 

Is It Easy To Install?
ABSOLUTELY!! The Aquafl ow Powermaster uses “plug and play” technology, so reducing fi tting time. There 
is no frontline pipe work and the electric cables are hidden, making the unit very neat and compact. Even the 
expansion vessel is tucked under the removable lid (with the exception of the 300 model).

The valves and inlets are all encased under the lid and all valves are factory fi tted, making this a virtually 
PRE-PLUMBED UNIT!!

The Aquafl ow Powermaster is an unvented system which is designed to go almost anywhere in the salon, 
where ever you have enough space! Because of the new design it is now more neat and compact. It can sit 
on the fl oor, be wall mounted (up to the 210 model), or put into a cupboard, the choice is yours.

What About the Environment?
The manufacturers sustain an active approach to caring for the environment and also ensure that they limit 
harmful discharges from the factory. The long working life of the system makes it environmentally sound 
because it limits the use of resources and energy. 

Heat losses and energy effi ciency have been at the fore front during the design of the Aquafl ow Powermaster. 
Other systems can lose a substantial amount of heat from the valves on the side of the cylinder. With the 
Aquafl ow, all the pipe connections are located under the removable, insulated top thus ensuring heat losses 
are kept to a minimum. 

By purchasing the Aquafl ow Powermaster, you will be contributing to the well being and environmental 
protection practice. 

How Do I know Which Model I Need?
The size of the Aquafl ow is dependant on the number of basins, but also and more importantly on the amount 
of clients (for established salons) and colour work undertaken. The table will give you a guide, but for more 
specifi c sizing, please contact us where we can size the system for you and also provide technical information 
for your plumber if required.

What If I Live in a Hard Water Area?
We recommend that you protect the system from lime scale build up if you live in a hard water area. The 
guarantee does not cover parts that are subject to lime scale build up. We advise a Platinum Lime Scale 
Master that can be fi tted at the same time as the Aquafl ow. It will help to protect the system as well as all 
pipes, taps etc. 

Does it Matter Which Washunits I Have?
No, any model of wash unit is fi ne, but do ensure that you have JET SPRAY heads. These will make the 
Aquafl ow even more effi cient and also have cost savings on electricity and water bills. 

Do I Need a Timer?
Timers are not absolutely necessary, as because of the excellent insulation the immersions will rarely need to 
cut in to re-heat. However if you prefer they be supplied by your fi tter at very reasonable costs.

Is There Anything Else I need to Buy?
Everything needed comes with the Aquafl ow, all in one box. There is no need to buy anything else unless you 
would like an optional lime scale master or wall bracket. 

What Guarantee’s Does the Aquafl ow Powermaster Come With ?
The Aquafl ow comes with a manufactures guarantee of 25 years. The expansion vessel carries a 
5 year guarantee, and all other parts, 2 years with the exception of lime scale build up. 

What about after sales care?
We believe that not only do we have to offer an excellent product, but that our customers need a superior 
back up and support network. We work in partnership with the manufacturers to offer unsurpassed after 
sales support.
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Hair by:  Angelo Seminara, International Creative Director for Trevor Sorbie Salons for KeraStraight 
Technical Application by:  Nathan Walker, International Technical Director for Trevor Sorbie Salons using KeraStraight with KS Complex 
Photography:  Desmond Murray  |  Makeup:  Cheryl Phelps Gardiner  |  Styling:  Bernard Connolly

FOR THE ULTIMATE
BRAZILIAN KERATIN

TREATMENT

Results last up to 4 months

Luxurious KeraStraight Straight Maintain range

Full UK/EU health & safety certifi cation

Contains KS Complex with exclusive
Vapour Capture System for zero fumes

Hair can be shampooed after just 48 hours

For further information call 0845 459 0026
or order online at www.kerastraight.co.uk

®

An evolution in straightening & repair

Hair by:  Angelo Seminara, International Creative Director for Trevor Sorbie Salons for KeraStraight 
Technical Application by:  Nathan Walker, International Technical Director for Trevor Sorbie Salons using KeraStraight with KS Complex 
Photography:  Desmond Murray  |  Makeup:  Cheryl Phelps Gardiner  |  Styling:  Bernard Connolly

or order online at 

Hair by:  Angelo Seminara, International Creative Director for Trevor Sorbie Salons for KeraStraight 

“With a clear commitment to safety and results, 
KeraStraight offers our clientele the best in 
Brazilian Keratin Treatments.”

Trevor Sorbie MBE 

KeraStraight Advertising 2010-11 The Hairdresser.indd   1 4/11/10   16:07:06



The candidate logbooks.
We asked our learners and tutors what they wanted from a logbook.
The answer, simple to use, inspiring, re-designed forms to make the logbook function even better as an 
assessment tool, easy for candidates to relate to, exciting, engaging and relevant.

So that’s what we’ve done!
For more information or to order
T 020 7294 4113
e learningmaterials@cityandguilds.com 
www.cityandguilds.com/publications 

C&G_Candidate_Logbook_A4.indd   1 30/03/2010   15:20
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Wow, what a year 2010 has been 
for the registration campaign.  

support has soared and with icons such 
as andrew Barton fighting our cause, the 
Hairdressing Council has really made 
headway.  pr coverage in trade magazines, 
trade shows, television and radio 
programmes has been unprecedented 
and filming is still continuing.  large salon 
chains have come on board, including the 
amazing sassoon and francesco groups. 
the manufacturers are behind us, with 
procare giving away their foil to encourage 
new registrations – thank you so much 
to them. We don’t just have an amazing 
website and a magazine dedicated to you, 
you can find us on facebook and twitter 
too.  

during the summer, more registered 
hairdressers turned up at the House of 
Commons than ever before and had a 
lovely afternoon on the terrace whilst 
showing mps present that we mean 
business.  this momentum will continue 
into 2011 and with the backing of the 
industry as a whole, change can be made.

Congratulations to the winners of the 
uK student of the Year awards – steven 
sanderson for level 3 and terri-anne 
Neighbour for level 2.   run by the 
Hairdressing Council in association with 
l’oréal professionnel and City & guilds, 
this competition has gone from strength to 
strength - read how the winners felt when 
their names were read out on page 16.

there are more fantastic giveaways in this 
issue of ‘the Hairdresser’ on page 27.  it’s 
so simple to win – why not have a go?   i 
hope you enjoy this issue.

Sally Styles Editor

Cover:  photography by simon emmit;
  Hair by tyler Johnston (styling) & leslie lawson (color) 

  styling by Natacha eichler
  make-up by gudrun müller

editor:  sally styles (the Hairdressing Council)

design & print: JNB publishing ltd (www.jnbpublishing.co.uk)

published By: the Hairdressing Council, 30 sydenham road, 
  Croydon, surrey Cr0 2ef
  telephone 020 8760 7010

The Hairdresser © 2010. All rights reserved. Reproduction in the whole or in part without 
written consent is strictly prohibited. Photographs, colour transparencies, diskettes, 
CD Roms or manuscripts submitted to the journal are lent at owners’ risk; neither 
the publishers nor its agents accept any responsibility for loss or damage. No legal 
responsibility can be accepted by the publishers or its agents for articles appearing or 
claims made in the publications.
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Mid-Forties? Despair not!
clynol’s specialist colour Viton Age expertise and registered
hairdresser Lisa shepherd are here to help you roll back the years. 

no stranger to turning back the years, Lisa shepherd, resident hair colour
expert on channel 4’s 10 Years Younger, is loving Viton Age expertise – a colouring
range from clynol that puts the bounce right back into ageing hair. clynol salon exclusive 
adds four new shades to its market maestro Viton Age expertise, a perfectly calibrated colour, care and 
styling range for mature hair.  the uK population is changing and the segment of women aged 45 and 
over is growing, there are now more women in this age range than ever before. Maturing hair undergoes 
major structural changes, becoming dry, limp, fragile, losing radiance and natural colour pigments 
over time. to support the ageing process and provide some much needed tLc, clynol has created the 
collagen-Antioxidant compound to give hair the anti-ageing boost it needs. 

“having specialist colours for different market segments is essential for us both performance wise and 
promotionally. We have created quite a following of Viton Age expertise in the salon with our 40-plus girls 
and having these four extra shades makes it all the more versatile to use across that booming sector,” 
comments Lisa shepherd. 

Viton Age expertise is a balanced combination of natural shades and fashion colours that each contain 
Biotin (otherwise known as Vitamin h). Vitamin h is carried in the colour formula to the hair’s inner core 
where it restructures and restores, increasing the density and improving the surface of every hair.   the 
high levels of micro pigments provide 100% white coverage with deep and full colour penetration.

www.clynolsalonfinder.co.uk  |  www.clynol.com

PRODUCT

NEWS
this issue we’ve got a special treat for those who may 
be just the other side of 40 years old – some great new 
products to put life back into you and your hair...
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Mid-life Glamour
new from indola comes Profession Glamorous Age, a four colour 
range of permanent, natural shades for mature hair, which give 
perfect grey coverage and special restoring care that increases 
cuticle shine and health.

it’s the ideal solution for mature women who seek to maintain a 
youthful outlook and image – which is now more important than 
ever – with the proportion of over-45s becoming a higher segment 
of society than ever before. 

each colour boasts a high level of concentrated micro-pigments to 
ensure deep all over penetration for 100% white coverage – and 
with Biotin (Vitamin h) to restructure and restore the hair’s inner 
core, it now doesn’t have to be a mid-life crisis, but a mid life 
rebirth. 

the brown to blonde tones give gorgeously resonant 
colour with iridescent shine and an increased density and 
improvement to the surface of every single hair.

to complement the Glamorous Age range, indola has a 
supporting hair care regime with its innova Repair products – 
to give that extra anti-ageing boost and lots of tLc. 

the super strengthening range of a shampoo, conditioner 
and treatment soak hair in a healing bath of amino acids 
and wheat protein to rejuvenate the cuticle from within. 
together with the smartly priced, high performing 
Glamorous Age colour shades (starting at £4.95 for 
60ml), clients will look younger for longer and they’ll 
be thanking you for making them look and feel truly 
glamorous.

For more information about indola visit www.indola.com 
or call 01296 314 000.

40 aNd
FABULOUS!



OTHER PRODUCTS
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introducing new BC Smooth Shine
24-hour smoothness for extremely unmanageable and rebellious hair with 
long-lasting frizz protection and a beautiful, mirror-like shine.

the complete Bc sMooth shine assortment uses the innovative, 
new iPs coMPLeX (ionic PoLYMeR shieLD coMPLeX) to target the 
specific needs of frizzy, unmanageable, dull hair. this new complex 
uses cationic Polymers, which use their positive charge to neutralise the 
negative charges on the hair’s surface, helping it stay tame and smooth. 
this smoother hair is then carefully coated by the shine enhancing 
components of the complex; providing a truly unique, lasting mirror-like 
shine.

By incorporating the iPs complex and AMino ceLL ReBuiLD technology 
into the entire assortment, for the first time there is a complete range, 

keeping hair not only caressably soft with an illuminating shine but also 
repairing the inside of the hair.

A breakthrough invention was created for the Bc smooth shine 
shampoo, setting a new standard for caring polymers. When this 
new generation of polymers is combined with caring silicones, it 

forms a very light film around the hair. As a result hair is incredibly 
smooth and touchably soft with unbelievable shine.

now you can offer a new level of expertise to your clients; providing a 
complete smooth hair regime, increasing the radiance while repairing the 
internal damage and helping to prevent future problems caused by dull, 
frizzy hair. For further information call 01296 314000 or log on to 
www.schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk. 
 * source: GfK 2008

The BC Smooth Shine Range:
smooth shine shampoo
smooth shine conditioner
smooth shine Leave in treatment
smooth shine smoothing Milk
smooth shine instant smoothing shot

Luminous Beauty,
So Smooth It Glows…
have you noticed that an increasingly large number of clients in your salon are 
asking for silky smooth hair and more shine? if so, you’re not alone. According 
to studies, 43% of your clients dream of hair with a radiant shine, while 64% 
long for the day they can enjoy beautiful, tangle-free, smooth hair.* the 
challenge has been finding a range that is able to remedy unruly and dull hair, 
repair the internal structure of the hair
and give the freedom to style. 

not any longer…

introducing... Illusionist
unleash your creative side with this amazing new highlighting system from scruples.
From Fire crimson to Blonde Bombshell, make the statement you want. With amazing base- 
breaking technology you can add another service to your books, whilst saving time for you 
and your client! Leaves hair silky, soft and healthy!

this amazing crème highlighting system offers 1 to 7 levels of lift , formulation options for 
both natural or colour-treated hair, 10 brilliant highlight shades to chose from and amazing 
base-break formulas to soften the contrast between natural and highlighted hair. can be 
processed simultaneously with any scruples haircolour to save you time!

With the help of all the minerals, vitamins and amino acids in Acacia Flower, Aloe Vera, Acal 
Berry and Avacado oil, the crème highlights soften, hydrate and soothe the hair, providing 
healthy hair with vitality and shine. 

www.scrupleshaircare.com

Ruby Laing 100% human hair-clip extensions
transform your hair with these amazing hair extensions. have big-bodied hair like Beyonce, long silky 
locks like nicole scherzinger or strut a fabulous updo like Lady Gaga just in time for the party season 

ahead. With numerous colours available to suit every person you can really unleash your creativity.

simply create sections at the back and sides of the head, backcomb at the roots, press open the clip 
and place into the section of hair at root area. Press the clip to lock in place. Release the hair to cover the 
clips, comb lightly and style as desired. if required, the hair can be cut and coloured to the desired style.

use a good quality shampoo and conditioner and soft bristle brush to keep your locks looking brilliant. You 
can use all dryers, straighteners and tongs with these to get the style you desire.

For more details contact kirstie@sdlhair.co.uk or call 01387 722331.

image courtesy of Desmond Murray
& the Atherton cox team



wedding

Registered Hairdresser Anne Veck reveals her 
interesting new collection of hair-up styles

Photographer  Barry Jeffery
Fashion Stylist  Kate Jeffery
Hair Stylist  Anne Veck
Make-up Artist  Janine Bird
Photographer’s Assistant Ben Johnson
Location   Malmaison, Oxford
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Richard
Ward

HEAD2HEAD
                                                                                                                                                       

 an interview with

Celebrity registered hairdresser richard 
Ward has become one of the most 
exceptional hairdressers of his generation, 
enjoying an unrivalled media presence as 
resident hairdresser on itV’s ‘Lorraine’ show 
and with his profile as a style commentator 
on industry trends both in business and 
creative elements. His award-winning super-
salon in the heart of Chelsea has a glittering 
celebrity clientele and a long-serving team 
of over 75 staff, all in 5,000 square feet of 
luxurious surroundings. With his salon now 
in its eighteenth year, Richard has a unique 
credibility within the industry for being able 
to marry commercial success and business 
acumen to create a business with longevity 
and consistency. Here, his wife and co-
director Hellen interviews him to spill the 
beans on the secrets of his success.

What made you want to be a hairdresser? 
i didn’t always have the ambition to be a 
hairdresser – i was a public schoolboy who loved 
sport and art, but when my parents couldn’t 
afford for me to stay on at school in the sixth form 
i had to leave. my mother was a hairdresser and 
had her own salons, and i used to love coming up 
to london with her to go to the swanky london 
salons – she adored keeping up with the high-
end! in the summer holidays, i went up to daniel 
galvin with her and while i waited for her at 
reception, looking at all the amazing work going 
on and the fabulous people coming in and out, i 
decided i could channel my creativity into hair 
and that hairdressing was the coolest job on the 
planet!

What do you love about your job?
my philosophy has always been simple: for 
women to love their look and leave the salon 
looking and feeling fantastic. i’m still very hands 
on – i’m in the salon three days a week minimum, 
so i’m still in touch with the grass roots of what’s 
going on in the industry. 

Who do you admire in the industry?
Different people for different things – we as 
an industry tend to underrate one element of 
success that I find the most admirable: achieving 
consistency. michael rasser (michaeljon) 
managed to have an enviable business at the 
top of his game for decades, although he didn’t 
get involved in the trade side much. that’s no 
mean feat – being high-end and getting to the 
top is hard, but to stay there?! i love people who 
are always evolving yet manage to sustain their 
success; andrew Collinge and i are mates and 
quite similar in so many ways – particularly work 
wise. i always love his work.

What would you have done had you not been 
a hairdresser?
i love design so no doubt would have been an 
architect. i would have dreamed of being a 
professional sportsman (tennis is my game) but 
i’m nowhere near good enough. 

Why is the campaign for state registration so important to you?
i think it’s morally wrong that our industry is not regulated in some way – it really 
should be. i think it’s very overdue. We have a great nation of hairdressers, but 
there are horror stories and businesses run terribly badly. that should not be 
allowed to happen.

What’s in the pipeline at the moment? 
We’re launching our premium product range on QVC in december 2010, followed 
by another range in January 2011. it’s been an amazing, illuminating and at times 
exhausting journey but i love learning new skills so it’s been immensely enjoyable, 
particularly the design side. developing and formulating a range myself from 
scratch has enabled me to create something that i really believe in; it’s a massive 
challenge to do it once, but twice!

You’ve been in the business for 25 years now – what’s changed in that time?
there are so many fantastic innovations – i love embracing new products and 
developments in the market. i also think of our comprehensive and detailed 
training programme that we’ve written and wish i had been able to go through it 
myself when i was a junior – the standard of training has elevated so much during 
that time.
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MUSIC CREATES 
THE RIGHT 
ATMOSPHERE.*

*MusicWorks survey of 2000 people, conducted March 2009. ** If you play recorded music in public it is a legal requirement to obtain the correct PPL licence, failure to do so may result in legal action. PPL is different from 

PRS for Music. PPL collects and distributes money on behalf of record companies and performers whilst PRS for Music collects and distributes money on behalf of songwriters, composers and publishers. Both licences must 

be obtained to ensure all copyright holders are fairly paid. † If you play recorded music in your business without obtaining a PPL music licence you would normally incur a 50% surcharge on your licensing fee. However, by 

proactively contacting PPL to declare your music usage and quoting ‘Hairdresser’ this would not be applicable – the equivalent of a 33% saving.

ppluk.com

A recent survey revealed that over 
80% of customers say that music in 
salons creates a good atmosphere. 
Over half of those surveyed would 
recommend a salon that plays 
music over one that doesn’t.

There is no doubt that music is good 
for business. The simple act of turning 
music on can make a huge difference 
to productivity and sales.

PPL can help make music work for you 
by offering licensing solutions for playing 
recorded music in public. A PPL music 
licence will give your business access 
to literallly millions of songs – all for as 
little as 16 pence per day.

For more information on how to obtain
your PPL music licence** visit ppluk.com
or call 020 7534 1054.

To fi nd out more on how music can work
for you visit musicworksforyou.com.

CONTACT US

SAVE TODAY

New customers can

reduce the overall cost

of their fi rst year’s licensing

by contacting us and

quoting ’Hairdresser’†

020 7534 1095

00989 PPL Hairdesser Ad.indd   1 05/10/2010   17:19



You know that image is everything...
So why not have a website that makes your business 
look as good your customers do when they leave?
A website is an excellent way to get more business and improve your image with existing customers. 
Whether you have a salon or are freelance, a website is an important tool for any business.

DM Web Solutions build fantastic, affordable websites with various packages to suit all. Our popular
bespoke tailored packages are excellent for small hairdressing businesses. Packages include:

Your fully designed website with your logo and company colours

Access to premium imagery

Showcase your portfolio via a gallery

Ready-made content and copywriting

Up to 12 web pages

Search engine optimisation

Domain name registration (eg. www.YourCompanyName.co.uk)

Website hosting

What our customers say about us...

Dear DM Web Solutions Ltd,

The new website has been fantastic. We have obtained well
over 70 new clients all generated through our new site. We find
that clients that come to us via the website are not only from the
local town but also further a field. The feedback we get is that
they really like the look of the website and the ease at which
they can contact. I would thoroughly recommend
DM Web Solutions to other salons!

Best wishes,
Vicky Thompson, Cuttin Edge Cambuslang
www.haircambuslang.co.uk

Visit our dedicated site for more info and
available packages at www.salon-design.co.uk

Contact us today on 0845 468 4660
or e-mail info@dmwebsolutions.co.uk



10%
DISCOUNT

for registered 
hairdressersSimply quote ‘Hairdresser’and your registration

number
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model: Mayra #1

trend: Boudoir
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keywords

To create a soft short panel throught the 

side, connect with the fringe by 

overdirecting.

Image number: 043

keywords

Cut fringe as shown.

Image number: 027

keywords

Section as shown

Image number: 018

keywords

Spray the hair with BC Moisture Kick 

Spray Conditioner.

Image number:  001

BoudoirColouring
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Cutting

section as shown Apply colour 1 to the roots then straight through to mid lengths
and ends with colour 1

Apply colour 3 in a back-to-back technique
for 3 foils

cover with foils Roots to ends
application with

colour 2

cover with foil Roots to ends with colour 1 cover with foil Roots to ends with colour 2

Roots to ends with colour 3

Roots to ends with colour 1 Finished look

spray the hair with Bc Moisture Kick
spray conditioner and
section as shown

cut fringe as shown to create a soft short panel
throught the side, connect with the
fringe by overdirecting

overdirect the remaining section to
the previous guideline

start in the centre
of the back of the
head and overdirect
the remaining sections
to it, then overdirect the
remaining sections
to the centre
guideline

Blow dry the section cut a veiled fringe then overdirect
the top section forward

Blow dry to produce finished look
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StepByStep

Boudoir

‘BOUDOIR’
Hair by tom Kroboth

for schwarzkopf professional
Colour by lewley lawson



UK Student of the Year Awards 2010

the uK student of the Year Award Finals

are always an exciting and emotional part of the

hairdressing council’s year and 2010 proved to be no exception.  

the awards, run by the hairdressing council in association with L’oreal Professionnel and city and Guilds, start with regional heats all 

over the uK. those learners who achieve the highest marks are then invited to take part in the final at the L’oreal Academy.  Level 2 were 

asked to put up long hair with a ‘red carpet’ theme and Level 3 to achieve an innovative cut.  Both competitions were one hour long. But 

that wasn’t all, after the excitement of the practical competition, each learner had to attend a 10-minute interview where they were asked 

to produce a mood board. it’s only then the marks were added up to find the eventual winners. All competitors and models were taken to 

salon international where the winners were announced by Andrew Barton and simon shaw on the Fellowship stage in front of a huge audience. 

congratulations to terri-Anne neighbour (Level 2) from hertford Regional college and steven sanderson (Level 3) from city of sunderland 

college for winning this year’s competition. 

Level 2 Winner – terri-Anne neighbour

“i’m over the moon, i can’t believe i’ve won the hairdressing council 

student of the Year! i had a fantastic day starting at the L’oreal 

Academy. i was a bit nervous during the competition but i loved every 

second of it and then, when we arrived at salon international, my model 

and best friend carlie Bishop couldn’t walk five steps without someone 

stopping her and asking for a photo of my hairstyle – i was so proud. 

When it was time for us to go on stage the nerves started again, but, 

once we were all lined up in front of the crowd, i just loved the whole 

atmosphere. When i heard my name it was like a dream. Andrew Barton 

congratulated me and gave me an award. the next few minutes were 

like a haze, lots of cameras and posing for photos, my mouth was 

aching from smiling so much. once we left the stage my tutors where 

waiting for me and they screamed and hugged me. People were just 

coming over and congratulating me. i felt like a star. i was buzzing. i 

can’t wait for the next year, i’m so excited about all the things that i’ll 

be getting involved with. this is an amazing opportunity and i intend to 

grab it with both hands. i would like to thank hertford Regional college 

for all their support and for pushing 

me towards this fantastic result.

thanks also to all my tutors who

trained me to such a high standard,

especially Jo newland and

tracey shakeshaft, who came and

supported me on the day. i would also

like to thank my amazing model who

looked beautiful and kept smiling all

day and posed for every photo

she was asked for: carlie, you
were amazing.”

Level 3 Winner – steven sanderson

“Being a finalist in last year’s Level 2 ‘student of the Year’ awards was a 

great achievement for me. it gave me the confidence to realise that i had a 

talent. i sadly lost last year, but from the moment on stage where a fellow 

competitor was celebrating their glorious win, i made a promise to myself 

that it would be me next year. Arriving at L’oreal hammersmith really brought 

back memories of  the previous year, and although i knew what to expect, 

i still felt very nervous. When i got into the salon, and started preparing my 

work station, i wanted to look at the other models but knew it would throw  

my  concentration, so i just kept my eyes on my model. As soon as Jackie 

Jones announced we could begin, i knew this was it… i had to prove that i 

was 2010’s student of the Year. When the competition was over and judging 

began, i could see from the other finalists’ work that the bar had really been 

lifted this year. seeing my work up on the salon floor next to seven other 

pieces, made me realise that i was one of eight out of the whole uK to get 

this far. it really was a big achievement in itself. it was then catwalk time 

at salon international. seeing my model, tamara shepherd, strut her stuff, 

displaying my work, was unbelievable and totally worth all the hard work. i 

was standing in the line-up of finalists waiting for the announcement and when 

Andrew Barton read out my name, my heart literally stopped. i was in total 

shock. When i was given my award, i honestly didn’t know what to do. But 

when i stepped off the stage i knew i had made it, i got

the reward i’d worked so hard for. i couldn’t wait to see

my lecturer Kathryn Parkin, because if it wasn’t for her

i wouldn’t have been entered for any competitions, let

alone be uK student of the year 2010! this next year

will be so exciting and i can’t wait to get started,

i’m so grateful for

this opportunity.”
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VtCt has been in existence for over 40 years and is a government- 
approved Awarding Body, offering hairdressing qualifications in NVQs, 
SVQs and other vocationally related qualifications. 

Nigel Taylor, Chief Verifier, said: “VTCT is proud to associate itself with 
the campaign for state registration and to be pro-active in its support by 
registering all External Verifiers.”

Each year VTCT holds a residential weekend for VTCT External Verifiers 
and moderators. this year the hairdressing eVs were presented with 
certificates to record their status as State Registered Senior Hairdressers. 
the presentations were made by richard Clarke, Vice Chairman of 
the  Hairdressing Council. Registrar Sally Styles said: “This is exactly 
the kind of support we need and i am thrilled VtCt has recognised the 
importance of registration and acted on it”.

VTCT support State Registration for hairdressers

mark Coray, state registered Hairdresser, whose clients 
include singers Charlotte Church, lesley garrett and 
comedian ronnie Corbett, has taken over from Harry 
Walker as president of the National Hairdressers’ 
federation (NHf), the biggest membership organisation 
for salon owners in the uK.

The Cardiff-born 42-year-old champion hairdresser 
and salon owner has a clear vision of what he wants to 
achieve. He told delegates at the federation’s annual 
general meeting, in dundee, that he wanted an NHf 
that was positive and supportive, with a membership 
that passed on its passion for hairdressing to others. 
He emphasised the need to communicate the NHf’s 
strengths within and with-out the organisation for the 
greater good of hairdressing.

Coray began his career on a Youth training scheme in 
the early 80s at Cardiff salon Brothers Constantinou. 
He became British ladies’ Hairdressing Champion and 
international ladies’ Hairdressing Champion in 1991, a 
double he repeated in 1997. He represented great Britain 
in tokyo at the World Hairdressing olympics in 1992 and 
again in 1996 in Washington dC.

shirley davis-fox Backs state 
registration of Hairdressers
A leading figure in the hairdressing sector in Wales is 
adding her support to the growing campaign for all 
qualified hairdressers in the UK to be state registered.

shirley davis-fox, managing director of Bridgend-based 
isa training and newly appointed Worldskills ambassador 
for hairdressing in Wales, believes passionately that state 
registration is a crucial step on the road to gaining universal 
recognition and respect for the profession. she heads the 
largest hairdressing training company in Wales. isa training specialises in workplace training, 
delivering government-funded programmes in Beauty and Hairdressing, Customer service and 
team leadership in Wales and england. the company, which has grown tenfold since its launch 
in 1998, has around 700 learners and 550 employers on its books. 

as a reward to learners for completing a modern apprenticeship with an NVQ level three, 
ISA pays their first year fee as a State Registered Hairdresser. The company promotes the 
importance of the registration process to all its learners, whether in school or work based, as a 
way of showing that they are proud to belong to a respected profession.

“The UK is a world leader in hairdressing and we believe strongly that the sector should 
be regulated and are 100% supportive of the state registered Hairdressers Campaign by 
the Hairdressing Council,” she said. “State registration is the only way we are going to get 
recognition and respect for the profession from the public and politicians.”

Committed to providing exciting opportunities for talented young learners to excel on the 
national and international stage, isa training organises salon Cymru, a vibrant annual 
competition held in Cardiff and aligned to WorldSkills. 

Coray becomes 25th 
President of NHF

New £5.93 minimum Wage rate from october
National minimum Wage rates have increased, as of october 2010, from £5.80 to £5.93 an hour 
for workers aged 21 and over; £4.83 to £4.92 an hour for workers aged 18 to 20 and from £3.57 
to £3.64 an hour for workers aged 16 to 17. the rise is around the 2% mark in each category. 
as promised, the government has extended the adult minimum wage rate to 21-year-olds 
from October 2010. Previously the qualifying age for the National Minimum Wage was 22. The 
government also accepted a recommendation from the low pay Commission (lpC) to introduce 
an apprentice minimum wage of £2.50 per hour. the new rate will apply to apprentices under 
19 and apprentices aged 19 and over, but in the first year of their apprenticeship. LPC Chairman 
David Norgrove said: “We are pleased that the government has again accepted the Commission’s 
recommendations. the introduction of an apprentice rate marks an important extension to 
minimum wage protection across the UK.” Need advice on the minimum wage? The Pay and Work 
Rights Helpline number is 0800 917 2368, or 0800 121 4042 for textphones.

INDUSTRY NEWS  Autumn/Winter 2010
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Registered Hairdresser Inanch Emir
wins UK’s first ‘Hair Extensionist
of the Year’ Award

there’s been British Hairdresser of the Year.  there’s been Hair Colourist of the Year. there’s even been avant garde Hairdresser of the Year.  But 
there’s never been Hair Extensionist of the Year – not until now! With the growing popularity of hair extensions, it is not difficult to see why the 
hairdressing industry has now opened up a new awards category solely for this specialised area of hairdressing.  the uK hair extensions market alone 
is now worth £60m and is one of the fastest growing sectors in the uK beauty industry.  

Last month, Great Lengths, the world’s leading hair extensions brand whose hair extensions have been worn by top celebrity figures including Jennifer 
Aniston, Victoria Beckham and Cheryl Cole, held their first ever UK Hair Extensions Awards at the glitzy Mayfair hotel in Central London.  Hosted by 
celebrity hairdresser Michael Douglas, creative street barber from the BBC’s The One Show, the event included a ‘hair couture’ presentation with five 
miss england models wearing great lengths hair extensions.

Hair extensions specialist and registered hairdresser, inanch emir, the lady behind the major transformation of peaches geldof’s hair from a short bob 
to luscious long locks which made the headlines last year, was the star of the evening, collecting three awards, including salon of the Year, Bridal look 
of the Year and the Gold Trophy of “UK Hair Extensionist of the Year” making her the first ever hairdresser to win this title in the UK.  Inanch has been 
specialising in hair extensions services for over a decade and her list of celebrity clientele who visit her luxurious salon on london’s great portland 
street for hair extensions include peaches geldof, mischa Barton, michelle Heaton, Nicola mclean, danielle lloyd and dani Behr.  With the immense 
amount of models wearing hair extensions at this year’s Fashion Week, it looks as though hair extensions are most definitely here to stay!

From left to right: Creative street barber 
from The One Show Michael Douglas, 
Thomas Gold - CEO of Great Lengths 
International, Inanch Emir of Inanch 
London and Philip Sharp, Managing 

Director of Great Lengths UK.

registered Hairdresser trevor sorbie mBe has had his most unusual 
tribute to date after being nominated by the people of scotland to 
have a bus named after him. Paisley-born Trevor said: “It goes further 
than an honour. i’m touched the people of the glasgow and paisley 
areas have nominated me to have my name on a bus. i’ve had some 
wonderful awards, even from the Queen, but this is right up there for 
me.” Honoured alongside Trevor was football hero and Sky Sports 
pundit gordon mcQueen. richard Hall, managing director of arriva 
scotland West, presented the pair with champagne at the ceremony 
in glasgow. the company asked customers to nominate local heroes; 
the trevor sorbie bus will run on the 103 route to renfrew.

Trevor Sorbie
Is ‘On The Buses’ 
With One Named
In His Honour!
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Registered Hairdresser 
Jamie Stevens Joins 
This Morning As New 
Resident Hairdresser!
following a successful stint as one third of this morning’s 
makeover team for the six Weeks of summer shows, Celebrity 
Hairdresser of the Year Jamie stevens is joining the show as 
resident hairdresser.  He is already resident hairdresser on 
the How to look good Naked and gok’s fashion fix. 

Jamie, whose clients include elle mcpherson, eva Herzigova, 
gok Wan, Hugh grant, Kylie, stella mcCartney and more, will 
be on screen working his magic on makeovers and trend 
looks. He also adds myleene Klass to his celeb client list after 
the presenter liked him so much on the show she requested 
him to style her hair.

Watch out for more about Jamie, including one of his 
wonderful new collections in the next issue of ‘Hairdresser’.

Errol Douglas Styles Twilight  and 
X-Men Actor Edi Gathegi’s Hair
Celeb hairstylist and registered hairdresser errol douglas mBe 
welcomed actor edi gathegi to his Knightsbridge salon recently for a 
haircut. the actor, who plays scary bad vampire laurent in the twilight 
movies, is in London filming X-Men: First Class, due for release in June 
2011. Directed by Claudia Schiffer’s husband Matthew Vaughn, Edi 
plays X-Man character Darwin, who has the power of reactive evolution, 
meaning he can immediately and automatically adapt to any situation or 
environment in order to survive. Said Errol, “Edi’s a lovely guy, he’s got 
fantastic hair and likes it longer and beveled into a strong shape.”

Essential Looks Showcase
registered Hairdresser Charlie taylor joined four other hairdressers to 
produce an amazing  essential looks showcase. Charlie is an essential 
looks ambassador and with  luke Walton took to the stage, alongside 
anita Cox mcmillan, louis Byrne and gemma Hensman, to present the 
very latest Essential Looks – Modern Times collection.  A fiesta of styling, 
fashion, trends, dancing and music, schwarzkopf’s elite team really 
brought the spirit of essential looks to life.  focusing on how to use the 
trends in salon, how they are created, products to recreate the looks 
and with a special presentation on essensity colour, this event left the 
audience inspired and fired up for the new season’s trends.

For more information on the stunning Modern Times collection visit www.
schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk

Charlie Taylor

Errol Douglas with Edi Gathegi
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Three very talented Registered 
Hairdressers walk away with 
presentations from the ‘Most 
Wanted’ awards
the most Wanted awards are attended by the elite of the hairdressing and fashion 
world. organised by leading industry magazine Creative Head and sponsored by 
Wella, the evening included hilarious banter from celebrity compere and tV Comic 
Jimmy Carr, breathtaking entertainment from the paul roberts dancers and 
a glamorous cocktail-laden after-party.  Held at the lawrence Hall, Central 
london, the judges included Vogue contributing editor anna-marie solowij, 
hairdressing legend John frieda and pauline franckel from the london 
school of fashion.

registered Hairdresser angelo seminara wins Hair icon of 2010 
the Hair icon award was presented to angelo seminara, international creative 
director at trevor sorbie salon and a true creative genius, a multi award-winner, 
whose breathtaking work inspires and excites hairdressers across the globe. He’s 
been commissioned by the editors of Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar and Vanity fair, 
was the talent behind the levi’s ad campaign, and is Natalia Vodianova’s stylist of 
choice.

Creative talent of 2010 was registered hairdresser errol douglas
the Creative talent award was presented to a stylist with exceptional artistic 
skills. educator, showman, ambassador, session stylist, mentor, inspirational 
hairdresser – errol douglas excels in all these disciplines, and more. 
throughout his 29-year career he has consistently stayed at the top – an 
incredible achievement in one of the world’s most creative industries.

registered Hairdresser Barrie stephen’s salon won
the Best local salon of 2010 
leicester’s Barrie stephen Hair  was named Best local salon, which is presented 
to a salon that places itself at the heart of its local community. in 2010, the team 
at Barrie stephen Hair added new initiatives to their community-focused agenda, 
including creating moving in packs for local homeless people being
introduced to new accommodation. “We are making a difference,
and recognising people and organisations which impact on our
region,” said a delighted Barrie as he received his trophy.

Angelo Seminara Errol Douglas

The team at Barrie Stephen Hair

From Errol Douglas’ ‘Glam’ Collection
Hair  errol douglas 
Products   matrix
Photo Helen mcardle
Make-up  aly Hazlewood
Styling thea lewis
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Styling by Bernard Connelly

An Evolution in
Straightening and Repair

With the power of keratin, 22 carat gold and KS Complex, KeraStraight has been developed to simultaneously 
repair and straighten. KeraStraight is suitable for all hair types from virgin, untreated hair to highly damaged 
and weak. This evolution in straightening and repair will deliver beautifully shiny, straight and healthy hair. 
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Step-by-Step Application
 1  Our model has naturally curly hair that requires 
straightening every day. She also has some 
highlights scattered throughout.

 2  Firstly hair is gently cleansed with the deep 
penetrating KeraStraight Pre-Treatment Shampoo 
to open up the hair shaft and soften the hair in 
readiness for the treatment. 

 3  Once rinsed, the hair is then dried with a 
medium heat to remove all of the moisture.

 4  The required amount of KeraStraight 
treatment is transferred to a bowl.  Starting at 
the nape, KeraStraight Treatment is applied 
in sections approximately 1cm apart, close 
to – but not directly on to – the roots, and 
continued through to the ends.

 5  It’s essential to ensure hair is thoroughly 
dampened. Under-application may 
create a less even result. Porous hair 
can over-absorb the treatment so more 
may be required. Development time is 
not normally necessary, unless hair is 
virgin, very curly or resistant, in which 
instances a 20-minute development 
time is required.

 6  The KeraStraight treatment is 
blow-dried into the hair, ensuring 
that the hair is completely dry 
prior to the next step. Blow-drying 
takes a little longer than normal, 
given that there’s treatment on 
the hair, but stay on a medium 
setting. Using a paddle brush helps 
produce a completely dry finish.

 7  With the ceramic irons set at 
230°, begin at the nape by taking 
sections of between 0.5 and 1cm in 
thickness and ironing each 7-10 times to 
ensure keratin is locked into the hair. Begin 
by moving the irons through the hair quickly, do not 
let the irons pause on the hair, but move down the 
hair shaft consistently. 

 8  By using the KeraStraight Easy Comb, the irons 
can be placed right to the root, whilst protecting the 
client’s scalp and hairdressers’ hands, to ensure 
perfect silky, straight hair.

 9  The finished result is beautifully conditioned, 
healthy and shiny, straight hair, which can be kept 
salon perfect by the client with the refreshingly 
simple regime of KeraStraight Straight Maintain 
Shampoo and Conditioner. 

www.kerastraight.co.uk
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IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew
David Drew has been in the hairdressing industry for the last 34 years, with former experience at Vidal 
sassoon and Jingles international; he successfully opened and built up an amazing, award-winning (and 
very profitable!) salon.  his interests in the business side of hairdressing led him to train as an accredited 
business coach.  in 2005, after 23 years, he sold his salon as a going concern in order to concentrate fully 
on his career – setting up iBc (impact Business coach) – helping others build their businesses so that they 
could enjoy as much success as David himself. David is well respected within the hairdressing industry. he 
is a Fellow of the Fellowship, a master craftsman of “the hairdressing council”, a former council member 
for “hABiA” representing “nationally Approved salons” and has contributed on the criteria for “Foundation 
and Degrees in hairdressing”. he is also a past judge at the British hairdressing Business Awards. During
2008, David was the Business editor for the Fellowship for British hairdressing magazine ‘FM’ and in
April 2008 David was elected to serve on the council of the Fellowship for British hairdressing. David
is currently running courses with L’oreal and offers a private consultancy and coaching service for
salons in the hair and beauty industry.

For more information on the service that David offers visit www.impactbusinesscoach.co.uk
or call 01243 778598, mobile 07768 242034, email david@impactbusinesscoach.co.uk 
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Business PAGes

so i thought that for this issue’s article i would 
ask you some interesting and serious questions, 
to focus your minds on how to succeed and gain 
that all-important competitive edge, even when 
the economy is against us. Your salon’s customer 
service should be designed to give your business 
the edge over the competition.

in the current economic climate, people will choose 
more carefully where they spend their cash. What 
makes your salon so different? And why should 
clients invest in buying from you?

to excel at customer service you need to have a 
genuine interest in people and, most importantly, 
enjoy interacting with others. How you handle 
people is as important as knowing how to do hair. 
it’s generally accepted that people buy people in 
business, so, what is it that makes you buyable? 
Would you buy from you? extraordinary customer 
service is a challenge that involves balancing the 
customers wants and needs, with the interests of 
your business.   

Customer service touches all of our lives in two 
ways: the service we give and the service we 
receive. We all kid ourselves that we all do meet 
this emotional requirement. We are all customers 
so what is it about extraordinary customer service 
that you value? Would you be satisfied buying from 
you? Who are your customers? most people limit 
their definition of a customer to someone who is 
outside the business. in fact, there are two types of 
customer ‘Internal’ and ‘External’.

Internal Customers 
‘Internal customers’ are your employees/the 
team. remember, your colleagues are the internal 
customers of the business who need to be treated 
with the same respect as the clients. it is often said 

Extraordinary Customer Service
In the current uncertain economic times, with business you need to have a competitive 
edge. Extraordinary customer service could provide your business with just that. With 
a poor outlook for most Western economies, there’s never been a better time to sharpen 
up your salon’s customer service skills, for what could be troubled times ahead.

that “staff satisfaction equals customer satisfaction” 
and the golden rule of most successful customer 
service organisations is to treat internal employees 
the same way as you want them to treat your 
clients! these are the people who are employed 
by the business to deal with and represent all that 
the business stands for to clients. remember: 
clients are not an interruption to work but rather the 
purpose of it!

External Customers 
‘External customers’ are customers in the 
traditional sense; the people you deal with either 
face-to-face or over the phone. the clients that 
all have to come into your salon for the first time. 
personally, i believe that it takes a lot of courage 
for the client to enter the salon for the first time. 
Can you remember how you felt when you walked 
into the salon where you work for the first time? 
perhaps for the initial interview. What thoughts 
were running through your mind? 

our clients will be aware of the smallest things; 
the tiniest detail is critical! We all need to be aware 
of what our client is thinking and feeling. We have 
between three and ten seconds to make the right 
impression on any new client. as customers we 
all form an impression between three and ten 
seconds – this is known as ‘the moment of truth.’ 
unfortunately, as human beings, we all tend to do 
something that we shouldn’t. do you judge a book 
by its cover? 

please remember: you never get a second 
opportunity to make a first impression! Just take a 
moment one day to look at and analyse your salon. 
look at the customer service that the salon offers 
and the customer service that you give personally. 
analyse as through the client’s eyes. What would 
you not tolerate as a client?

Customer Link
the customer link is the relationship that exists 
between the internal and external customer. 
Customer service essentially involves two people: 
you and the customer. When two people meet and 
talk, what immediately takes place is a relationship 
of acceptance or non-acceptance. it is conveyed 
by facial expressions, tonality of voice and body 
language. You can trigger a positive relationship 
simply by smiling unconditionally. there are 
three important objectives when you engage in a 
relationship with a client: 

1. Develop personal credibility
Clothing, image, appearance.

2. Develop professional credibility
Your professional knowledge, authority about your 
subject, business, respect.

3. Develop an agenda to move forward
The solutions to the client’s problems, the services, 
products that you recommend.

Customer Service
simply smiling at the customer and saying ‘hello’ is 
not enough to project a customer-friendly attitude. 
to go beyond the ordinary is to take care of your 
client’s emotions, as opposed to simply providing 
a great hair cut or style. Customer service is about 
continuous improvement in service. good is not 
good enough! make it better for the customer. 
give the customer reasons to enthuse about your 
business. remember: different is not always better; 
better is always different.

What is the difference between extraordinary 
customer service and ordinary customer service? 
‘Extra’, of course! in a nutshell that little bit extra 
is exactly what customer service is all about. it is 
not about settling for the minimum, it is adding 
that something extra to your service and giving the 
client a reason to come back and shout about your 
business to their friends and colleagues.

Find out in the next issue of ‘The Hairdresser’ how 
you make that extra service effort in the salon and 
how to deal with complaints should they arise.
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EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE with David Wright

hairdressing in probably one of the sectors where self-employment 
is the most prevalent. Genuinely self-employed hairdressers can 
find this form of work profitable and satisfying. however, at the 
other extreme, self-employment is really a sham and the term is 
used to avoid employers paying tax and national insurance and 
deprives workers of basic benefits like holiday or maternity pay.

i am aware of a number of cases where supposedly self-employed 
workers have successfully persuaded employment tribunals that 
they are really employees and won arrears of holiday pay and 
unfair dismissal.

simply being responsible for paying your tax and national 
insurance does not make you self-employed. From the outset there 
ought to be a written agreement i.e. “contract for service”, this 
will cover the nature of the agreement and is usually time-limited; 
e.g. it will be for 12 months. the following are key questions which 
would be addressed by hMRc or an employment tribunal:

Does the hairdresser have to undertake the work allocated to 
them, or can they send a substitute trained to the same level? 

is the hairdresser free to choose their working hours?

Are they paid a fixed rate; e.g. hourly or weekly?

Are they closely controlled; e.g. they have to wear a prescribed
uniform with fixed prices and follow a salons written operational 
rules?

these are all descriptions of an employee; however, where the 
individual has discretion over when and if they work, where they 
can provide a substitute, where they pay a fixed weekly rent 
so can choose when to work, where they provide services for 
a number of people, these are all characteristics of being self 
employed.

A recent case probably best illustrates the position...

Mrs X worked at a salon for just over two years. she was self- 
employed, but the salon owner realized the pitfalls of this and 
offered all of his staff contracts. everyone, with the exception of 
Mrs X, agreed and became employees. Despite the salon owner’s 
best efforts Mrs X asserted she wished to be self-employed and 
refused to sign the contract.

their working relationship deteriorated and some months later 
the salon owners felt she was deliberately undermining him. he 
would have taken disciplinary action but she was self-employed. he 
therefore decided he did not want to use her services any more.  
Mrs X took her claim to employment tribunal, claiming that she 
was really an employee and had been unfairly dismissed. the salon 
owner argued she was not an employee and in fact had refused 
to sign a contract to become an employee. therefore, as a self- 
employed person she was unable to claim unfair dismissal. the 
preliminary question therefore was whether she was self-employed 
or an employee?

the tribunal decided she was an employee! Mrs X worked according 
to a rota, there was a specific break time and she had to be 
available even if she had no clients. in short, her work and time 
was totally controlled and she was not free to operate her business 
and work elsewhere. she wasn’t running her own business. having 
decided Mrs X was an employee the decision regarding unfair 
dismissal was a formality. there was no disciplinary hearing, no 
warnings and no right of appeal. the tribunal did not think her 
actions would, in any event, have been gross misconduct.

Mrs X was awarded in the region of £5,000. in this case she 
did not make any claim for unpaid holiday pay. she could have 
legitimately claimed 28 days’ annual leave for each of her two years 
employment, amounting to another 11 weeks’ pay.

it is easy to see therefore why charging and paying a flat rent avoids 
a number of the pitfalls.

Self-Employment 
Within A Salon

David Wright BA (hons) FiPD, advises hABiA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact with 
all your employment queries. he will write your contract, set of policies, application forms and salon handbook, and sends you a monthly 

newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. the fee is all inclusive no matter how many times you need him. contact David on 07930 358067, 
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk

What it is and 
what it isn’t...
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FABRIX
KeN piCtoN

Registered Hairdresser Ken Picton 
returns with yet another stunning 

collection of styles

Hair                   Ken Picton
Make-up        Lara Champion
    Victoria Baron
Fashion            Shyla Hassan
Photography             Andrew O’Toole
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The original
meche.
Updated and
better value
than ever.
We’ve been making the market leading 
meche for 25 years and now we’ve renamed 
our product to offer it direct to hairdressers. 
That means you get the original high quality
product but at factory prices! 

To order or for a free sample pack/free DVD 
please call 0845 459 7426 or visit
www.cupidandgrace.com/meche

£7.99 
SPECIAL OFFER

+ P&P

£8.99 
SPECIAL OFFER

+ P&P

Made in the UK

e-Mehce The Lady 210x297:Layout 1  1/10/10  15:49  Page 1
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GREAT READER GIVEAWAYS
Stay True with Big Sexy Hair
25 free for registered hairdressers!
for style to keep pace with them, from home to work to play, 
get your clients to check out new spray and stay hairspray in 
the Big Sexy Hair range. In a distinctive red can, this finishing 
product has all the hold anyone could desire with an enviable 
look-at-me softness, too. 

For anyone wanting to be confident their hair will stay 
beautifully put, however hard they work it, recommend 
the new spray and stay intense Hold hairspray. the most 
long-lasting and strongest hairspray eVer created by 
sexy Hair, it’s ideal for keeping hair looking party-perfect, 
however wild the night gets! scoring a massive 10 out of 10 
on the hold chart, spray and stay is strength and sensitivity 
combined – while there’s no shifting the sensational style 
it’s rocking, hair remains feeling moveable and touchable at 
the same time. a double result… neat!

So how come a hairspray is so super-effective? It’s the 
inclusion of a stronger-than-ever resin and new production 
technology that makes stay and spray such a big hitter. 
among key ingredients, the ones doing overtime are: 
Hydrolyzed Vegetable protein to give hair moisture, volume, 
shine; Hydrolyzed Wheat protein to replenish the hair’s 
moisture level, improve manageability and also strengthen 
and thicken the hair; Keratin amino acids which are 
conditioning and used to maintain the hair’s correct 
moisture balance, improve manageability, create body, and 
add shine, as well as giving hair amazing strength; phenyl 
trimethicone gives hair a high degree of gloss and sheen;  
dimethicone is an imperceptible conditioner that imparts 
a soft feel and a shiny, water-resistant, breathable film to 
the hair.

that’s one awesome piece of teamwork going on, with  an 
impressive outcome.

For your chance to win a can of this great new Spray 
and Stay hairspray simply email ‘Sexy Hairspray’ to 
sally@haircouncil.org.uk and include your name, 
address and registration number.

Self Tanning is Sexy
sexy Hair’s aerotan provides instant sun-kissed glow

25 free for registered hairdressers!
sexy Hair answers the call of sun goddesses 
everywhere with aero tan, an instant 
temporary tanning spray that gives a natural 
and healthy looking golden, bronze glow 
that never turns orange – giving users a 
sun-kissed looked without any exposure to 
harmful uV rays.  

one of the most appealing features of 
Aerotan is that it washes off easily with soap 
and water, so there’s no contending with 
stained hands after application.  

Other added benefits are that it 
camouflages stretch marks, evens out skin 
tone and tan lines, and maintains skin’s 
natural hydration. it’s like summer in a can. 

Aerotan is giving away to state registered 
hairdressers 25 cans – to win one, simply 
email ‘Tan’ to sally@haircouncil.org.uk 
with your name and address and 
registration number.

Give Yourself a Tattoo!
the diva rebel tattoo hair straightener isn’t just a piece of eye candy, it’s 
also one of the most effective and hardworking styling tools that creates 
a poker-straight look or fantastic curls. With its extra long titanium 
plates, this ultra slim 235 degrees straightener produces a diamond-like 
finish to your hair. The instant heat-up function guarantees that it goes 
from cold to ready-to-style in just 30 seconds and with its worldwide 
universal voltage, it’s perfect for creating amazing looks whether you are 
at home or away!

the heat-resistant bag and mat combo can be used to store or travel with 
your diva rebel, but it also provides a protective heat-proof surface on which 
to place the styler when it’s in use. 

diva rebel’s 3m round rubber cable with swivel cord is amazingly tough, 
flexible and heatproof and can withstand even the busiest and most 
demanding salons. make sure your salon electricals stand out from the rest 
and make a stylish statement with the diva rebel tattoo straightener!

Diva Rebel isoffering
state registered hairdressers the chance to win a

set of these fantastic new straightening irons. For your chance
to win, simply email ‘Rebel’ to sally@haircouncil.org.uk with your 

name and address and registration number.

Take Your Chances to Win...
Now is your chance to get your hands on some of the latest 
products to help you make your clients look even better – if 
that’s possible. from hair spray to self-tan spray and even 
straightening irons, we’ve got a little of everything for you this 
issue.

and it couldn’t be easier to enter: simply email your name and 
address and registration number to sally@haircouncil.org.uk 
and put the name of the product in the subject line. all entries 
will be placed into a prize draw and the winners will be drawn 
at random. good luck!
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ULTRA
                  ViOLET

Registered Hairdresser
Patrick Cameron’s 2011
collection is a celebration
of big hair. Volume in hair
is the big story at the moment
and in this case the big story is 
getting bigger.

Hair Patrick Cameron
Make-up Alison Chesterton
Photography Alistair Hughes
Digital Artwork Marco Erbi
Products Wella System Professional
Hair Accessories Patrick Cameron
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ULTRA
                  ViOLET



Cutting the       
  Ri 

JLT Business Insurance Services is a division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson UK Limited. Lloyds Broker. Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Services Authority. 
A member of the Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group. Registered Office: 6 Crutched Friars, London EC3N 2PH. Registered in England No 00338645. VAT No. 244 2321 96. 
The Hairdressing Council is an Introducer Appointed Representative of Jardine Lloyd Thompson UK Limited 
*Price quoted is for annual cover and excludes IPT (5%)
**Cover has to be purchased in addition to Public Liability. Price quoted is for annual cover and excludes IPT (5%)

Making Business Insurance
more personal

Preferred insurance provider  
of The Hairdressing Council
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Comprehensive and Affordable 
Insurance Cover for:  
State Registered Hairdressers

Cover starts from as little as £46.20*  
for £1m Public Liability 
- less than 13 pence per day!

Plus FREE Hand Cover with every 
Personal Accident extension prices 
start from £21.00**

Salon Owners? No problem
We can cover the insurance you need: 

Public Liability•	
Employers Liability•	
 Treatment Risks•	
Buildings & Contents•	
Commercial Vehicle•	

Check your insurance cover today to see how we can cut your costs

0800 454 371 
Please quote reference HAIR0808
businessinsurance@jltgroup.com

www.jltbis.co.uk
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If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and  
training experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing.  

This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the cream of British hairdressing.

The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats: a Diploma in a stylish, specially 
made frame, a silver metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal 

plaque, mounted on solid dark wood, or a silver metal plaque in a modern look acrylic frame.

Master Craftsman
in Hairdressing?

Could you become a 

For more information on how to become a Master Craftsman
contact the Hairdressing Council on 020 8760 7010.

Newly Registered Master Craftsmen

929169  Nick Slingsby   London

929170  Michael Stannard   London

932207  Mrs J Harriott   Leeds

937197  Joanne Louise Pritchard  West Yorkshire

937629  Samantha Ferrero-Morgan   Shropshire

938229  Alexander Wright Preston   Scotland

Reg. No.      Name    Address

940457  Steven Taylor    Leeds

940576  Kelly Murfet   Cambridgeshire

941246  Anne Dixon   Tyne & Wear

941258  Paula Taylor   Banff

941468  Brett Harris   West Midlands

935632  Linda Baggot   Salisbury

Reg. No.      Name    Address



professionals together

professionals together

J Smith
8100 000 0000 TRD

Have you got

Pick up an application form and 
make great trade savings!

We are changing... 
Sally Salon Services is becoming Salon Services, 
the new brand exclusively for professionals.

• Training
• Equipment
• Over 270 Stores throughout the UK
• www.salon-services.com

supplier of 
professional products 
to the trade


